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Amanda Capern reports on the conference: 

Our many thanks go to the thirty five delegates who helped to make the Women, Land and 

the Making of the British Landscape, 1300-1900 conference such a great success! Thanks go 

especially to our two keynote speakers for papers which gave such lucid and sharply-

intellectual shape and form to the conference as a whole – and for so generously being 

willing to take the final programme slot on each of the two days! Over two days we heard 26 

papers and experienced the immense pleasure of many discussions over refreshments and the 

conference dinner about British women’s ownership of land and their relationship to the rural 

landscape. The clear focus of the conference made for a very stimulating time for the 

organizers and we hope that the intellectual enjoyment we felt was shared by all other 

delegates. We really do offer our sincere thanks to everyone for making the conference so 

interesting, socially enjoyable and academically successful. 

The following is a conference report designed to bring together some of the key themes that 

emerged over the two days. The report is not intended as exhaustive – it is more of a 

reflective overview of the papers which poses some questions at the end. Please forgive if 

you think the key point of your paper was misrepresented or, worse, missed altogether! 

Indeed, feel free to contribute to the Women and Land blog to take up and debate any theme 

and to carry on the conversations of the conference. We are keen to establish multiple 

collaborative research links with and between conference delegates in the future. Please pass 

on any suggestions about scholars whose research might make them interested in joining our 

online community, which we hope to expand through this blog and future networking. 

First, we felt that all of the papers were really high quality in research and in delivery, so in 

what follows it has been difficult to keep up the appropriate flow of adjectives such as 

‘terrific’ and ‘brilliant’ – therefore, please also forgive if you wanted your paper to be 

described as ‘wonderful’ rather than ‘great’! To kick off with our two keynote speakers, 

Anne Laurence’s rich and fascinating paper reminded us that even within the singular 

jurisdictions of the three kingdoms and four regions of Ireland, Scotland, Wales and England 

there were different legal customs and conventions (over time as well as place) and that 

plantation settlement and the sequestrations, spoils, transfers and, indeed, the return 

settlements of land during civil war led to complexity and social conflict over property which 

affected the distribution of female ownership. Women’s ownership of land and their 

emotional attachments to it were not only interwoven with the highly localised politics of 

family, kin and community, but were also deeply embedded in the politics of the state. 

Anne’s examples, such as Katherine Connolly, also reminded us of the staggering and 

sometimes transnational wealth of some early-modern women in ‘these islands’. There were 

very important links between the two keynote papers. Amy Erickson pushed us towards a 

renewed theorisation of the history of women and property – particularly the significance of 

inheritance and coverture – because of the continued blindness suffered by many historians to 

women’s embeddedness in the land economy. Thirty years after Amy’s seminal work, 

Women and Property in Early Modern England, the idea somehow persists that women acted 



only as inter vivos and post mortem conduits for land-transfers between men. According to 

Amy the new, anthropological historiographies which draw on the work of James Scott to use 

the language of public and hidden transcripts threaten to perpetuate the ‘othering’ of female 

landowners. We know that the public transcript of the law legitimated female as well as male 

ownership of land, yet women are often associated with the hidden transcript, thus rendering 

their legal legitimacy invisible. It is the ultimate Catch 22 when trying to establish the female 

subject position. Amy’s paper urged us to rethink completely the relationship of us, as 

historians, to the placement of women in the past, raising questions about our accidental 

complicity in the production of masculine meta-narratives of female subordination because 

we have to iterate the point seemingly endlessly that women owned land. Eradicating the 

language of the exceptional, unusual or minority nature of women’s rights to land and female 

ownership is then crucial in the theorization of women’s historical significance in the shaping 

of the British landscape, farming techniques, involvement in animal welfare, enclosure, 

agricultural innovation, financing of the land market and so on. 

A number of other papers during the conference thoroughly explored the question of law and 

female rights to land, considerably advancing our knowledge of just how much land women 

had access to and owned. The empirical data that is emerging from people’s research 

certainly deserves to dispel the idea that women’s landowning and estate management is a 

myth. Miriam Mueller’s paper on women in the medieval landscape pointed out that women 

actually held more rights on a medieval manor than centuries later in the 1970s when getting 

a mortgage was virtually impossible for most women! The sheer physicality of some 

women’s work on farms was in evidence too – who will ever forget Miriam’s demonstration 

that women could operate a plough? Miriam provided ample evidence that manorial records 

are filled with women establishing their rights to parcels of land and pursuing tenancy 

agreements with their landlady/landlord. Suing and being sued over fences, pasturing, 

gathering firewood and ploughing debts were a commonplace amongst female copyhold 

tenants, according to Miriam Mueller, who also pointed out that the topography of the land – 

for example, moorland versus coastal tracts of land – may have affected levels of female 

participation in shaping the landscape. Medieval and early-modern women also raised loans 

that were integral to land market transactions and, indeed, single women in particular were 

considerable lenders, as we know from Judith Spicksley’s wonderful work on Joyce Jeffreys 

and from her conference paper on this occasion on spinsters in early-modern Lincolnshire. 

Jennifer Holt’s paper on Lancashire and Westmorland demonstrated how customary tenure 

(in this instance, tenantright) could override common law. In the absence of surviving sons, a 

daughter inherited customary estates and they did not pass into the control of a husband on 

marriage. If she had no surviving heir, the estates then passed to her next of kin. This pattern 

of significant female land ownership, with all of its work, financial activity and usage rights, 

was confirmed as persisting into the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by the terrifically-

detailed quantitative analyses done in separate research projects on land registers (for four 

regions of England and over a dozen counties) and on railway companies’ books of reference 

(for Yorkshire and Wiltshire) by Joan Heggie and Janet Casson respectively. The stacking up 

of the data evidence suggesting a figure of circa 10% to 15% of all land held by women from 



1300 to 1900 was noted across several papers through the conference. The finding, of course, 

must remain tentative until we are in a position to pull together some all-embracing 

quantitative research, though even then the results will be affected by the sources for such 

work as they are not uniform and there is some limitation on accessibility and coverage. 

However, as we move closer to a more detailed picture of the levels of female land ownership 

it becomes clear that women were not supplementary players on the land market. Instead, 

they were integral to it and it is, therefore, theoretically problematic to call them a minority, 

with all of the implication of historical insignificance. This takes us back to Anne’s and 

Amy’s critical points that the two most important things we need are a full and nuanced 

understanding of female land ownership and a language to go with it that shifts historical 

paradigms away from thinking in terms of female exceptionalism. 

The relationship between economic and political agency was evidenced very clearly in a 

number of papers. Sheila Sweetenburgh’s wonderful maps and surveys provided rich visual 

evidence of the strategic locations of the property of nunneries in medieval Canterbury. 

Women’s political reach was vested in buildings and boundaries that defined their power and 

the material world acted as a form of cultural display for women owners who wished to be 

seen as political actors in their landscape. Jessica Malay’s exciting work on Anne Clifford’s 

‘Great Books’ led to her make this very point. Clifford, she said, moved around from castle to 

castle, travelling across her lands as if she were northern royalty to display her wealth and 

power to tenants, travellers and the British (and European) nobility alike. Other papers hinted 

at this theme of women’s acute sense of their place, not just in the landscape but in its history. 

Elisabeth Salter pointed out that even in the symbolic act of making a last will and testament 

women participated in the creation of shaping the future as well as the past landscape. Female 

testators desired posthumous social power, manipulating the social arrangements of family, 

kin and friends and connecting people to the land in ways that drove their emotional 

attachment to a locale as well. There was a gender to all of this. Miriam Mueller’s point that 

women can actually be seen in the landscape because of their conscious shaping activity was 

very well made. She pointed out that women are present in the landscape not least because 

they gave their names to fields, lanes, buildings and so on. This is important and pushes us 

away from the gender stereotypes of charity and piety that attract our gaze to those multiple 

sets of alms houses and private chapels which tend to impose themselves on our gender-

susceptible cultural memory. 

Spatiality was an important theme over the two days of the conference. This is perhaps 

unsurprising given the ‘spatial turn’ in all disciplinary areas that were represented – social 

and economic history, historical geography and human geography, intellectual history, 

political science and literature. Many of us are pushed a little bit towards thinking broadly 

about culture. The conference was immensely successful in prompting intellectually-

satisfying interdisciplinary debate and thinking about gender and space partly helped to 

achieve this. Amanda Flather’s fascinating paper – which seemed almost to give life to those 

women whom Amy Erickson called ‘those tiny figures in the landscape of early-modern 

paintings’ – provided rich, pictorial evidence of women located in their multiple, working 

environments. The paper offered a timely reminder that any research focus on paid labour 



alone hides not only a large amount of women’s work, but also where women worked and 

when. The seamlessness of their work lives as they moved from kitchen to dairy, from mill to 

barn, criss-crossing the rural landscape as they did so, plus the breadth of skill and knowledge 

that they needed and did acquire, was very much on show in Amanda Flather’s paper. The 

issue of women actually peopling rural space came up in other ways. Both Briony McDonagh 

and Amanda Flather reminded us that a woman walking alone could be more vulnerable than 

men to social constraint, reduced mobility and physical assault. Training to work on the land 

and manage it was perfectly within the boundaries of femininity, but a woman’s life-stage 

could determine whether or not walking through the fields, highways and byways of the 

countryside was safe and/or socially acceptable. Briony’s paper leaves us with the terrific 

image of Maria Bertram, whose breathless (and potentially shoe-ruining) adventures beyond 

the park gates drew the frowns of some of her kinfolk!. 

Jane Whittle’s wonderful paper on early-modern women farming and managing dairies and 

shops filled with equipment and stock, such as tallow for candles, revealed a tale of women’s 

full and broadly-skilled paid and unpaid labour in the agricultural economy. Jane’s paper 

reminded us that the skills women needed ranged from the intellectual ability and training 

that went into inventory and account-keeping to the sheer physical ability sometimes needed 

in livestock care. Both Jane’s paper and that of Briony McDonagh demonstrated how women 

of all classes managed farms and landed estates of all sizes. However, Briony raised the 

question of gender, alerting us to the need to think beyond the facts of women’s work and 

female land management to the inescapably gendered nature of this life experience. Female 

clothing alone must have imposed its restrictions. Farms were (and still are) complex 

businesses, as Elizabeth Griffiths’ paper on the estate management of Alice L’Estrange 

showed. Women who farmed were business women, deeply embedded in that area of the 

economy which, until the nineteenth century at least, dominated Britain’s GDP. Alice 

L’Estrange was especially talented, but the powerful theme in Elizabeth’s paper was that the 

business of running a farming estate involved thinking about the farm not only in the present, 

but also planning ahead and deciding upon legacies and how to control well into the future 

the family’s assets and debts. The surveys that women such as Alice L’Estrange 

commissioned serve as visual evidence of female ownership at the same time as 

memorialising women’s imprint on the landscape. Landed female identity arose directly out 

of women’s specific training for farming and land management and they, therefore, had the 

expectation of rural work built into their life plans. 

Wealth status was a hugely important theme that cropped up across the papers. After the 

‘industrial revolution’ women’s socialization into feminine rural identities lingered, perhaps 

not least because economic historians now argue for an ‘industrious revolution’, something 

that had at its heart the labour of women as well as men. Åsa Klintberg Ahklo provided us 

with memorable images of model gardens used in the transformation of girls into ‘ladies’ 

from the late eighteenth century right through to the twentieth century. The enduring rhyme 

‘Mary, Mary quite contrary’ socialised young women into familiarity with the idea that they 

might turn to the spade and dig during times of world war. Nicola Verdon’s fascinating paper 

on rural working women’s disenchantment with the land – indeed, their complete ennui with 



rural living – during the early twentieth century, when war imperatives pressed on them to 

work harder than ever, leaves us with the enormously important insight that perhaps the good 

intentions of feminist analysis can lead to undue romanticism about the subject of women and 

land. We need to be more impartial in our gaze and less suffused with a desire to take our 

feminist enthusiasm back to our subjects, some of whose lives on the land may have been 

characterised by a hardship and grinding monotony that they found difficult to embrace as 

part of their personal identity. It seems redundant to say that not all of them were Katherine 

Connolly or Maria Bertram. Nicola’s paper demands that we ask whether or not those ‘tiny 

figures in the landscape’ always enjoyed their working lives. Even the wealthier landed 

woman, despite all the knowledge and training, may sometimes have wished that she could 

change her rural feminine identity for another one. 

Being alert to differences between women – especially of wealth status, legal status, age and 

class – is, therefore, hugely important for gaining a full understanding of the history of 

women and the land. The politics of rich and poor women on the land was not only 

constructive of personal (subjective) identities, but was also bound inexorably to the histories 

of statecraft, legal change, imperialism, colonialism and war. The papers of Janet Smith, 

Sarah Carter and Catherine Flinn Goldie all demonstrated this. The ‘transnational female 

owner elites’ that Anne Laurence referred to for the early-modern period still existed in the 

nineteenth century when Janet Smith finds Helen Taylor actually campaigning to remove 

their influence and nationalize the land. We must embrace the uncomfortable fact that when it 

came to land, women sometimes came into conflict with other women. The female legacy in 

landed history also sometimes has an unpalatable side. Sarah Carter finds British women in 

colonial Canada on the one hand demonstrating their awe-inspiring, fearless determination to 

buy up and work plots of land on the Canadian prairies after the Dominion Lands Act of 

1872, but on the other hand they could be women who behaved like ruthless imperialists 

whose goal was to shut out their eastern European rivals through the use of racist and 

nationalist rhetorical and political strategies. Catherine Flinn Goldie’s work on Baroness 

Evelyn Sharp clearly showed how in the twentieth century access to an education equal to 

that of men could allow a woman such as Sharp, who was Permanent Secretary to the 

Ministry of Housing and Local Government in the 1950s, to have an incredibly dramatic 

impact on the built landscape of post-war Britain, but, of course, some of the housing for 

which she was responsible is now regarded as brutalist and destructive of the British urban 

scene. 

If wealth-status and education made a difference to female experience of land, so too did they 

make a difference in producing a feminised interpretation of landscape and rural 

environment. This was evident in the papers of Jon Stobart and Amanda Capern on the 

travels of Sophia Newdigate and Celia Fiennes respectively. The wistful imaginings and 

emotive responses, indeed the very gaze, of both Fiennes and Newdigate represented a very 

different subjective consciousness from most of the early-modern Englishwomen whose 

agricultural work they observed during their respective travels around England. For Fiennes 

and Newdigate land and landscape were things to study, in a sort of Enlightenment 

anthropological exercise, and the grand houses of their social peers were to be scrutinized for 



the good taste of their owners or for signs of the opposite. Taken together these two papers 

indicated how the female gaze may have changed between the 1690s, when Fiennes was 

travelling and writing, and 1748 when Newdigate set off on her tour. Both women saw land 

as something akin to paradise, but whereas Fiennes’s vision was partly shaped by her 

Calvinist mentalité – she paid little attention, for example, to retaining the beauty of 

landscape and had her eye mostly on dominion over all she saw – Sophia Newdigate brought 

her polite education to bear on the landscape, commenting in an informed way about the 

negative and positive choices in architectural style and domestic furnishings of houses, 

gardens and parks seen along the way. 

Finally, as conference organizers we were delighted to be able to host a doctoral and early-

career session during which new and stimulating research findings were presented. Helena 

Kaznowska’s wonderful paper on the metaphors and allegories of woman that can be found 

in early-modern conduct manuals and works of literature and political philosophy showed 

that the active as well as the passive woman could co-exist in representation. The tortoise did 

not just retreat to her shell, she carried it, and the housewife did not just receive her identity 

from being a wife, but from managing the house and household. Fern Pullan’s fascinating 

paper pointed out that if women were tantamount to property themselves at law, then they 

could never really fully attain an identity as property owner. It is worth considering the 

complexities that this implies. A female property owner’s gendered identity must, then, 

contain a fluidity which, arguably, includes some co-option of a masculine social model to a 

personalised femininity. However, the women landowners revealed through the conference 

behaved as subjects of their own universe, not just as objects in some Lacanian universe from 

which they were excluded by legal and institutional norms. Ann-Maria Walsh’s lovely paper, 

for example, demonstrated how the Boyle sisters, who were landowning members of the Irish 

planter class in the 1640s, pursued ambitious building projects even as civil war engulfed 

their estates. Their partisanship and vigorous attempts to protect their property through 

correspondence that cut across the boundaries of friendship and enmity, and national 

boundaries too, demonstrate the involvement of transnational women landowners in the 

politics of state. Equally, in Charlotte Garside’s terrific paper on women in the late 

seventeenth-century court of Chancery there was strong evidence that women thought of 

themselves as active agents in relation to their land and legal rights. They sued or were sued 

(primarily over land) and although married women do appear mostly to have acted in concert 

with their husbands, Charlotte’s paper demonstrated that women of every social class and 

legal status shared a very keen sense of their legal rights to land and held a considerable 

knowledge of the law which they used to pursue those rights. Women’s possessive ownership 

in pursuit of profit was also on display in Erin Trahy’s paper on Eliza Virgo Scarlett, a 

woman who owned sugar plantation property and slaves in Jamaica. Scarlett was another 

woman who was a member of what Anne Laurence called the ‘transnational elite’. Scarlett’s 

apparent displays of maternalism towards her slaves cannot be seen as separable from her 

desire to maintain the monetary value of her human property. 

Across the papers of the whole conference, then, there were some very interesting questions 

raised and conclusions arrived at about women’s keen sense of their right to ownership of 



property – of all kinds, and not just land – as well as how women interpreted their role as 

landowner when they sought to undermine or even remove the rights and liberties of others. 

Women were regarded by lawyers, social commentators and political philosophers alike as 

potentially enslaved by coverture, but the papers of the conference most powerfully 

demonstrated that women owners and estates managers, farmers, employers and slave 

owners, may have been less socially and economically disadvantaged in the pre-modern past 

than historians might once have thought. The conference leaves us, then, with a powerful new 

paradigm, one that normalises – one is tempted to say finally – women’s land and estate 

management in British history and the central role that women played in farming, 

participating in the land market and land politics, and shaping the rural landscape of Britain 

over the longue durée. 


